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ABSTRACT

Background: Dual-source coronary computed tomography angiography (DS-CTA) has the potential to assess both coronary anatomy and myocardial perfusion. We studied the ability of DS-CTA to detect myocardial infarction (MI) compared to a reference standard of technetium Tc99m sestamibi single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT).

Methods: 122 patients with suspected or known coronary artery disease (age 60 (SD 11) years, 36% females) were evaluated by both DS-CTA and SPECT. SPECT-MI size was quantitated using a threshold value of 60% of peak counts on the resting images. MI on DS-CTA was defined as transmural or subendocardial hypo-enhancement (<50% of surrounding myocardium), which persisted in both diastolic and systolic reconstructions and was concordant with a coronary artery territory. The performance of DS-CTA to detect SPECT-MI was determined in a blinded, vessel-based analysis.

Results: 366 vessel territories were analysed (122 patients x3). SPECT revealed 20 vessel territories with MI (involving 17 patients). 15/20 (75%) of these vessel territories were also detected by DS-CTA. An additional seven MIs were detected by DS CTA only (considered as false positive). Thus, the sensitivity of DS-CTA for detection of SPECT-MI was 75% (95% CI 56% to 94%), specificity 98% (97% to 100%), positive predictive value 68% (49% to 88%) and negative predictive value 99% (97% to 100%). DS-CTA detected 10/11 (91%) larger MIs (involving 60% of peak counts on the resting images). MI on DS-CTA showed moderate sensitivity and positive predictive value but high specificity and negative predictive value for detection of SPECT-MI. Most large infarcts (>5% of LV mass) were detected by DS-CTA. When MI was detected by both modalities, there was a good correlation between infarct sizes quantitated by DS-CTA vs SPECT.

Conclusions: DS-CTA myocardial perfusion imaging showed moderate sensitivity and positive predictive value but high specificity and negative predictive value for detection of SPECT-MI. Most large infarcts (>5% of LV mass) were detected by DS-CTA. When MI was detected by both modalities, there was a good correlation between infarct sizes quantitated by DS-CTA vs SPECT.

Multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) has become an important modality for evaluation of coronary anatomy in various patient populations and especially in the evaluation of patients with chest pain.1 2 3 While the primary and most common indication for coronary computed tomography (CT) angiography is detection of coronary artery stenosis, additional important information may be acquired during cardiac evaluation with MDCT.4 One additional piece of information could be myocardial viability. Myocardial hypoenhancement during first-pass MDCT is thought to represent myocardial infarction (MI). This finding has been described in both humans and animal models.5 6 13 The pathophysiology of myocardial hypoenhancement by CT is similar to that of other imaging modalities, caused by reduced microvascular blood flow in the infarcted area leading to decreased concentration of contrast (iodine or gadolinium) or radioactive tracers.7 8 Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is the most extensively validated methodology for quantification of infarct size.9 10 Only limited data are available regarding the ability of first-pass MDCT to diagnose MI compared to SPECT.11 The purpose of our study was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of first-pass coronary CT angiography using a modern dual-source scanner to diagnose MI using SPECT as the reference standard.

METHODS

Patient selection

This study was a retrospective analysis of data in all patients who underwent both SPECT and dual-source coronary CT angiography (DS-CTA) for a clinical indication within 120 days of each other, and identified by cross-matching electronic SPECT and DS-CTA databases. During a 19-month period, 5082 patients underwent technetium Tc99m sestamibi scans and 344 underwent coronary DS-CTA, of whom 149 potentially eligible patients were identified. Six patients did not grant research authorisation and 21 patients were excluded because of an acute coronary syndrome between examinations. The final study group consisted of 122 patients. The time between examinations was 7 (45) days, and ≤7 days in 77 patients.

Dual-source CT angiography

Coronary CT angiography scans were performed on a dual-source CT scanner (Definition DS, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Oral β-blocker (metoprolol 50–100 mg) was given before examination only if heart rate was >80 beats per minute (bpm). Patients received sublingual nitroglycerin (unless contraindicated). A contrast enhanced scan was then performed with a bolus of 111 (19) ml contrast medium (Omnipaque 350 or Visipaque 520) injected (“Care Bolus” protocol).
into an antecubital vein at a flow rate of 4–5 ml/s. Scanning was performed at 120 kVp, tube current-time product: 380 mAs/rotation, using a slice collimation of 2 × 0.6 mm, a 0.33-second gantry rotation time and heart rate-dependent, adaptive pitch. ECG-based tube current modulation was used in all patients (with a full dose window of 60–70% of the cardiac cycle in patients with heart rate <65 bpm and 40–70% in patients with higher heart rate or post bypass surgery). Dose length product (DLP) was calculated by multiplying the volume CT dose index (CTDIvol) and scan length. DLP for coronary CT angiography was 1128 (423) mGy cm (range 449–2452), depending on patient size, scan length, heart rate and pitch.

DS-CTA scans were reconstructed with a slice thickness of 0.75 mm and a 0.4-mm increment using an edge-preserving, noise-reducing reconstruction kernel (B26). Two experienced observers (blinded to SPECT results) assessed the presence of myocardial infarction by consensus. Myocardial infarction on DS-CTA was defined as subendocardial or transmural hypoenhancement (<50% attenuation of the surrounding myocardium), which persisted in both systolic and diastolic reconstructions and was concordant with a coronary territory. Evaluation of reconstructed images for hypoenhancement was performed beginning with a narrow window/level (centre 100 HU, width 200 HU) with manual adjustment. In patients in whom MI was diagnosed by both DS-CTA and SPECT, quantification of MI size was manually performed (“Argus” CT application, Siemens Healthcare). Initially, the epicardial border and endocardial borders were marked from the end-diastolic phase (to calculate left ventricular (LV) end-diastolic volume), which persisted in both systolic and diastolic phases, and then the infarct itself was traced to quantify MI size (expressed as percentage of LV mass).

Single photon emission computed tomography

The stress SPECT methods have been previously described. Rest imaging was performed before stress imaging. Following injection of 8–12 mCi of technetium Te⁹⁹m sestamibi, rest SPECT imaging was performed over a 180° arc with the “step-and-shoot” method. Filtered back projection was performed with a Ramp-Hanning filter. As previously reported, infarct quantification was performed on the rest SPECT image utilising a threshold of <60% of peak counts and five short-axis slices of the LV extending from apex to base. Infarct size was expressed as a percentage of the LV mass. Infarct location was determined by a blinded experienced observer according to vessel territory utilising the 17-segment model.

Statistical analysis

Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values of DS-CTA to detect MI were analysed according to vessel territory and compared to SPECT as the gold standard. MI detected by DS-CTA only was considered a false positive. MI detected by SPECT only was considered a false negative. Bland-Altman analysis was performed to correlate MI size when present in both modalities and paired t test was used to evaluate potential bias between measurements. Statistical analysis was performed using Statistix 8 software (Analytical Software, Tallahassee, FL, USA). A p value of <0.05 was considered significant. The study was approved by the institutional review board with waiver of informed consent.

RESULTS

SPECT and DS-CTA scans from 122 patients were analysed. Baseline characteristics are shown in table 1.

SPECT diagnosed MI in 20 vessel territories in 17 patients. Fifteen of these patients (88%) had a previous history of myocardial infarction or coronary revascularisation. MI was present in 14% (17/122) of the patients and 5.5% (20/366) of vessel territories. DS-CTA detected 15 of the 20 infarcts diagnosed by SPECT.

Seven infarcts were diagnosed by DS-CTA only (false positives). In all, 389 vessel territories were negative for infarcts by both rest SPECT and DS-CTA (true negatives). Five infarcts were diagnosed by SPECT only (false negatives). Thus, the sensitivity of DS-CTA for detection of SPECT-MI (per vessel territory) in our cohort was 75% (95% CI 56% to 94%), specificity 98% (97% to 100%), positive predictive value 68% (49% to 88%) and negative predictive value 99% (97% to 100%) (fig 1).

Performance characteristics of DS-CTA for detection of SPECT-MI on a patient-based analysis were quite similar to the vessel based analysis. Of the 17/122 patients in whom MI was diagnosed by SPECT; DS-CTA diagnosed MI in 13 and six patients had false-positive DS-CTA results. Thus, on a patient-based analysis the sensitivity of DS-CTA to detect SPECT-MI was 77% (95% CI 56% to 97%), specificity 94% (90% to 99%), positive predictive value 68% (47% to 89%) and the negative predictive value was 96% (92% to 100%) (fig 1).

Interestingly, comparison between vessel-based results and patients’ baseline characteristics showed that six of the seven false-positive infarcts by DS-CTA were detected in patients with known coronary artery disease and a history of revascularisation. Six of the seven “false-positive” DS-CTA infarcts were also sub-endocardial in distribution (example in fig 2), and those six were relatively small (<5% of LV mass).

Among the five infarcts demonstrated by SPECT but not diagnosed by DS-CTA (false negative), three were located in the inferior wall and two in the anterior wall, and only one infarct was >5% of LV mass; 10/11 (91%) of SPECT MIs larger than 5% were also recognised by DS-CTA.

For the 15 MIs detected by both SPECT and DS-CTA (diagnosed in 13 patients), the mean MI size by DS-CTA was 11% (7.6%), and mean MI size by SPECT was 11.5% (8.1%) of LV mass. Bland-Altman analysis showed that the difference in measurements between modalities was 0.5% (4.6%) of LV mass.

| Table 1 Baseline characteristics of 122 patients undergoing dual-source coronary CT angiography and SPECT |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Age (years) (SD)** | 60 (11) |
| **Females** | 44 (36%) |
| **Presenting symptoms:** | |
| Typical angina | 13 (11%) |
| Atypical angina | 43 (35%) |
| Non-cardiac chest pain | 4 (3%) |
| Dyspnoea | 14 (12%) |
| Other/asymptomatic | 48 (39%) |
| Known coronary artery disease | 45 (36%) |
| Documented previous myocardial infarction | 9 (7%) |
| Previous percutaneous coronary intervention | 15 (12%) |
| Previous bypass surgery | 16 (13%) |
| Diabetes mellitus | 20 (16%) |
| Hypertension | 59 (48%) |
| Hyperlipidaemia | 81 (66%) |
| Smoker (current or previous) | 13 (10%) |
| History of coronary artery disease | 20 (16%) |
| Body mass index (kg/m²) (mean (SD)) | 29.6 (4.7) (range 18.3–41.2) |
DISCUSSION

The main finding of our study is that (first pass) DS-CTA performed originally for evaluation of the coronary vessels was capable of diagnosing 75% of myocardial infarctions using SPECT as the reference standard. This was achieved by using initially a narrow window/level to detect myocardial hypoenhancement, with subsequent manual adjustment. Moreover, our results demonstrate the ability of DS-CTA to diagnose MI among a large cohort with a low prevalence of MI. In addition, in patients where MI was diagnosed by both modalities, infarct size measured by dedicated CT applications was significantly correlated with SPECT infarct size, and mean difference in MI size between modalities was not much different from the interobserver variability reported for SPECT.18

The ability of DS-CTA to detect myocardial infarction, in addition to assessment of coronary anatomy during coronary CT angiography, can add important clinical information. The main purpose of coronary DS-CTA is to diagnose coronary artery plaque and narrowing in patients at low to intermediate risk. With current techniques, DS-CTA is probably not indicated for the sole purpose of ruling out MI. However, the information needed to diagnose MI is already available from the coronary CT scan and can be used in most patients. The detection of infarcted myocardium can add support to the diagnoses of significant coronary stenosis by CTA, and may also have prognostic implications.6-11 Our study adds to the findings of a recent study that included patients with known healed MIs and reported 100% sensitivity of hypoenhancement by 64-slice CT to diagnose SPECT MI.12 We report lower sensitivity (75%), which possibly is related to stricter criteria for diagnosing MI by CT (<50% attenuation of the surrounding myocardium, and requirement for presence in both systolic and diastolic reconstructions). The ability of CT to diagnose MI and to predict functional recovery following acute MI has already been demonstrated, especially with delayed enhancement acquisitions.6 Delayed MDCT scans were also shown to correlate well with magnetic resonance imaging for evaluation of MI size, transmurality and degree of microvascular obstruction.19 However, performing delayed scans, which requires additional scanner time and increases patient radiation exposure may not be a practical option in some patients or institutions.

The CT scans that were “false positive” (using SPECT was our reference standard) may possibly have been “false negative” SPECT studies (an example is shown in fig 2). The extensive experience with SPECT has demonstrated that SPECT has suboptimal sensitivity for smaller infarcts (<5% of LV mass) and subendocardial infarcts.11 20 21 Similar to magnetic resonance imaging, CT may be able to detect sub-endocardial MI that is not detectable by SPECT, but this issue requires further investigation.

Furthermore, while the incremental benefit of DS-CTA over single-source CT in evaluating the myocardium for ischaemia and infarction may be small. The introduction of dual energy protocols to DS-CTA in the future may define changes in myocardial tissue perfusion even better.22

Another possible limitation of our results is the limited number of vessel areas with MI among our patients. This may
have increased the negative predictive value but should not have an effect on sensitivity and specificity.

The role of DS-CTA for evaluation of patients with known coronary artery disease and previous revascularisation versus SPECT has not been established. Radiation exposure is a matter of concern, especially if utilising both modalities and the advantage of anatomical approach (CT) versus a physiological approach (SPECT) in such patients deserves further study.

While our cohort consisted of patients who underwent both examinations for a clinical indication, we do not recommend routine evaluation of symptomatic patients by both modalities, nor can we extrapolate results from this study to all patients with acute coronary syndromes (as acute coronary event between examinations was an exclusion criteria).

In conclusion, our study shows that first-pass DS-CTA is able to detect MI with a moderate sensitivity and high specificity when compared to SPECT. This methodology can provide clinically useful information without any additional radiation or scanning time.
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